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1. Introduction

There is a myth, of course, that goes around that [Watson] was the biologist and he did the biological part and I was the

crystallographer and I did the crystallographic part. And that just won’t stand up to critical examination. . . . And this is, I

think, the importance of collaboration: We sort of pooled the way we looked at things. We didn’t leave it that [Watson] did

the biology and I did the physics. We both did it together and switched roles and criticized each other and this gave us a great

advantage over the other people who were trying to solve it.

—Francis Crick on how he and James Watson uncovered the structure of DNA

The words of Nobel laureate Francis Crick point to an important aspect of successful research

activities: researchers most often collaborate by working jointly on the same question rather than

coordinating separate activities based on their respective domains of expertise. Given that much

research has become a team effort involving experts from different domains, it is striking that few

studies have examined how a research group should strategize about its work allocation. Should the

researchers work jointly on the same domains, risking redundancy or unproductive suggestions, or

should experts work on disjoint domains and risk the loss of potential cross-pollination? Also, how

does the answer depend on the knowledge distribution among group members and on the team’s

hierarchical structure?

Innovation is widely seen as central to a firm’s success (e.g., Coad and Rao 2008, Hall et al.

2010, Kogan et al. 2017). Innovation activities – in small research groups and in large development

entities both – typically combine two characteristics. First, they explore “novel terrain”, or problem

structures that are not fully understood. Interactions among the decision variables of the innovation

challenge make decision outcomes unpredictable, which precludes optimization. Thus problem

solvers cannot analytically infer the path to a solution (Fleming and Sorenson 2001). Instead, they

search through the space of decisions until they find an acceptable solution. Second, innovation

(and in particular research) has become a fundamentally collaborative endeavor, where input from

specialists across fields is combined and where cross-functional collaboration has become the norm

(Girwan and Newman 2002, Airoldi et al. 2010). Innovation projects can rapidly become so large

that no single person has sufficient knowledge in all search areas or variables of the innovation.

Hence a team or group needs its members to collaborate, bringing their different expertise domains
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to bear on the innovation task. We can therefore view an organization’s innovation initiative as a

collaborative search.

The literature on innovation has recognized both the collaborative and search-oriented nature of

innovation (Malone and Crowston 1994, Rivkin and Siggelkow 2003, Ethiraj and Levinthal 2004,

Huberman and Wilkinson 2005, Siggelkow and Rivkin 2005, Ethiraj 2007, Mihm et al. 2010). It

has also built an understanding of how organizations should carry out search. In particular, work

must be divided up and parceled out to many domain experts, each working mainly in his own

area. The results of those separate searches must eventually be re-integrated into a solution to the

problem that the innovation is addressing. However, problems are seldom fully separable because

subproblem solutions depend on the solutions found for other subproblems. It follows that the spe-

cialized problem-solving units must interact, or coordinate, to produce integrated organizational

output into which all the parts fit (Cyert and March 1963, Burton and Obel 1980, Puranam et al.

2014). By conceptualizing search in this manner, the literature has implicitly focused on the coor-

dination aspect of collaborative search, or “managing interdependencies among multiple activities

to support overall shared performance” (Malone and Crowston 1994), and on “re-integration” of

the activities to form a cohesive whole (Rivkin and Siggelkow 2003, Claussen et al. 2015).

Besides coordination, however, Crick’s observation underscores another central element of col-

laboration: researchers often work jointly in the same domain even when their levels of expertise

differ. They engage in the joint pursuit of shared activities, or joint problem solving. This approach

enables simultaneous input from multiple parties (even if they have different expertise or knowl-

edge levels), and may unlock creativity and result in higher solution quality. That said, the literature

on collaborative search has overlooked the phenomenon of joint problem solving.

This study seeks to address that gap and thus to expand our understanding of collaborative

search. How general is the benefit of joint problem solving (beyond coordination) – is the descrip-

tion by Crick just an idiosyncratic anecdote? How extensive should joint problem solving be, and

in what ways does the answer depend on such organizational characteristics as the knowledge

distribution among collaborators and the group’s hierarchical structure?
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In order to address our research questions, we build a theory of collaborative search that uses

search theory’s most canonical setting (Ganco 2017): the NK model. Thus we formally integrate

joint problem solving into the NK model. We show that joint problem solving outperforms mere

coordination in a flat, hierarchyless group because it mobilizes creativity, even (in fact, most

notably) when one of the parties has only limited knowledge of the joint work domain. Moreover,

joint problem solving improves performance beyond mere coordination especially when the search

problem is complex and therefore difficult to manage. Yet joint problem solving takes more time

because it searches more widely (and thus stimulates creativity). However, if the group has a hier-

archical leader then the benefits of joint problem solving depend critically on whether she acts

primarily as a mentor or instead imposes decisions. The group benefits from a leader who partici-

pates in the collaborative search process – provided she has some domain-relevant knowledge (or is

not too far removed, in her managerial role, from technical work). Yet the group leader should not

hierarchically impose search choices, especially if she is not fully knowledgeable, because doing

so narrows the creative collaboration process and reduces outcome quality. As far as team compo-

sition is concerned, a team of collaborating specialists benefits more from joint problem solving

(because it is more diverse) than does a team of collaborating generalists. In a hierarchy, though,

joint problem solving among generalists serves a second useful function: protecting against the

leader imposing inferior choices.

As our main contribution we propose a formal theory of collaborative search via which we estab-

lish that joint problem solving is an important enabler of performance (i.e., beyond coordination)

in complex and unpredictable projects. There is a common principle that underpins our theoretical

propositions: when team members co-determine decisions outside their domains of knowledge –

overlapping with other members’ decision making and knowledge domains – the team searches

more widely. Joint problem solving thus turns the organizational challenge of increasingly spe-

cialized and ramified knowledge repositories into creativity and thereby enhances solution quality.

Not only contrary to folk wisdom (“cobbler, stick to your last”), the principle also challenges

the implicit assumption of disjoint individual search domains in collaborative search (Rivkin and
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Siggelkow 2003, Siggelkow and Rivkin 2005, Aggarwal et al. 2011), which has hitherto con-

strained theory building. Our theory also explains how and why this performance enabler is con-

tingent on hierarchical structures. Hierarchies may at best channel the creativity of joint problem

solving when they allow for an open culture of dissent; but they may at worst also suppress or

derail creativity when imposing a hierarchical decision making style. Our theory explains why and

how a hierarchy’s effects depends on the leader’s knowledge levels. It illuminates how the con-

text of hierarchy and knowledge structures affects the collaborative search process. We arrive at

our conclusions by formally integrating the concepts of joint problem solving and organizational

knowledge structures into the NK model framework.

2. Review of Previous Work

An essential aspect of innovation is that its activities and outcomes cannot be entirely pre-planned.

Innovation actors are boundedly rational (March and Simon 1958, Cyert and March 1963), and

uncertainty and complexity prevent them from understanding all consequences of their choices in

advance. Therefore, innovation can be usefully characterized as a form of search that proceeds

through iteration or parallel efforts (e.g., Pich et al. 2002, Sommer et al. 2009). This characteriza-

tion applies to innovation at the level of defining an innovation strategy (Rivkin 2000, Winter et al.

2007, Posen et al. 2013), at the level of developing new products (Mihm et al. 2003, Yassine et al.

2003, Albert and Siggelkow 2021), and in brainstorming sessions (Kavadias and Sommer 2009).

An influential literature has examined effective search through the lens of formal models. This

literature began by focusing on firm-level choices, such as local versus broad search (Levinthal

1997, Rivkin 2000). It then incorporated the role of the problem structure itself: scale-free or

small-world properties (Rivkin and Siggelkow 2007), the role of modularity in reducing problem

complexity (Levinthal and Warglien 1999, Ethiraj and Levinthal 2004, Ethiraj 2007, Rivkin and

Siggelkow 2007, Baumann and Siggelkow 2008, Ethiraj et al. 2008), and the role played by cogni-

tion (Gavetti and Levinthal 2000, Sorenson 2002, Sommer and Loch 2004, Gavetti 2005, Gavetti

et al. 2005, Knudsen and Levinthal 2007, Winter et al. 2007, Posen et al. 2018). This work explic-

itly recognized the salience of organizational context, since the (boundedly rational) search process
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cannot be performed by a single person or team addressing the entire problem (Simon 1969, van

Zandt 1999). As mentioned previously, search problems are simply too big and thus require some

sort of collaboration (Rivkin and Siggelkow 2003, Huberman and Wilkinson 2005, Siggelkow and

Rivkin 2005, Mihm et al. 2010, Levinthal and Workiewicz 2018).

In the study of organizations, collaboration is a multi-faceted notion. There is, for example,

the psychological question of when actors will want to collaborate (Kirkman et al. 2004). Car-

son et al. (2007) observed how psychological safety and trust emerges and interacts with shared

leadership; Sting et al. (2015) demonstrated how psychological safety motivates engineers to work

jointly on shared variables related to project delays; and Gulati et al. (2012) documented goal align-

ment via collaboration. Through shared experiences, collaborators collectively encode, store, and

retrieve knowledge, thereby forming organizational memory (Wegner 1987, Moreland et al. 2002).

Communication is another enabler of collaboration (Henderson 1990, Krishnan and Ulrich 2001),

as occurs with product architecture in new product development (NPD; Henderson 1990, Ulrich

1995, Sosa et al. 2004), and with co-location (Allen 1977, Pisano 1997, Van den Bulte 1998, Gray

et al. 2015, Rahmani et al. 2018). When collaboration actually happens, it enables the collective

organizational implementation of innovative solutions (Sheremata 2000, Atuahene-Gima 2003).

Reviews of collaboration are provided by Kerr and Tindale (2004), Cronin et al. (2011), Mathieu

et al. (2014), and Humphrey and Aime (2014). The literature has thus built extensive insight into

antecedents of collaboration, the mechanisms by which collaboration becomes effective, and the

consequences of collaboration.

However, the aforementioned collaboration literature has offered a characterization of problem

solving in collaborative search settings that misses an important notion. Search theory foregrounds

the role of evolutionary, distributed individual decision making in collaborative problem solving

dynamics. Hence, organizations need to strategize about how to set up their collaborative searches –

that is, how they assign search activities to individuals, and how they channel these individual activ-

ities towards instilling innovative outcomes. Two aspects are central in this context: coordination

which has been well-studied and joint problem solving which has not yet received due attention.
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Coordination is required whenever there is a division of labor, and therefore it has been widely

studied as an element of collaborative search. In most complex systems, it is impossible to divide

up tasks among organizational actors in such a way that each actor can work without paying atten-

tion to the others; the reason is that each actor’s decisions affect the context and constraints of

other actors. Coordination among actors minimizes the likelihood of incompatibility or misalign-

ment. Coordination is a central topic in the literature on collaboration (e.g., Clark and Fujimoto

1991, Thomke and Fujimoto 2000, Gulati et al. 2012). For instance, multi-functional teams have

traditionally facilitated coordination among departments in the product development process by

enabling rich communication of uncertain information across subteams (Dougherty 1992, Haupt-

man and Hirji 1999, Sicotte and Langley 2000, Vandevelde and Dierdonck 2003). Structured and

timely coordination is associated with higher product quality (Ottum and Moore 1997, Gokpinar

et al. 2010) and lower production costs (Ancona and Caldwell 1992, Rusinko 1997, Lovelace et al.

2001) as well as with reduced development time and rework (Cooper and Kleinschmidt 1994, Ger-

win and Barrowman 2002). It is widely acknowledged that search processes are affected (Knudsen

and Srikanth 2014) and imperiled by a lack of coordination (Mihm et al. 2003, Levinthal and

Workiewicz 2018). A hierarchical structure can support coordination by mandating alignment and

the search literature has hence incorporated coordination in its discussion of hierarchy (Rivkin and

Siggelkow 2003, Siggelkow and Rivkin 2005, Mihm et al. 2010, Aggarwal et al. 2011, Knudsen

and Srikanth 2014, Baumann et al. 2019b).

Our research extends this literature’s focus on coordination by juxtaposing a much less studied

yet equally relevant aspect of collaborative search – namely, joint problem solving – which occurs

when several actors jointly determine variables of a shared problem-solving task. On the one hand,

the diversity of inputs in joint work has been shown to improve creative outcomes (Brown and

Eisenhardt 1995, Mcdonough 2000, Gerwin and Barrowman 2002, Crama et al. 2019); on the other

hand, some authors report negative effects due to the conflict arising from differing perspectives

(see e.g., Pelled et al. 1999, Pitcher and Smith 2001, Jehn and Bezrukova 2004).

Joint problem solving has not received sufficient attention in the search literature. Despite its

obvious practical relevance for the search process, and despite a wide-spread recognition that
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“practitioner-oriented practices” should be better linked to search theory (Baumann et al. 2019b),

scholars are unaware of whether (or how) joint problem solving can accompany coordination in

order to improve search performance (see e.g., Rivkin and Siggelkow 2003, Siggelkow and Rivkin

2005, Almirall and Casadesus-Masanell 2010, Aggarwal et al. 2011, Butler and Grahovac 2012,

Marengo and Pasquali 2012, Knudsen and Srikanth 2014, Claussen et al. 2015, Levinthal and

Workiewicz 2018, Baumann et al. 2019b). What is more, how does the benefit of joint problem

solving depend on the organizational context – namely, the complexity of the underlying problem

structure, the distribution of knowledge among search team members, and the team’s hierarchical

structure? Our paper makes a step toward closing this research gap.

3. Base Model

Following much of the search literature, we use the NK model as a computational vehicle for

formally representing an organizational search problem (Kauffman 1993, Levinthal 1997, Rivkin

and Siggelkow 2003). To address our research question, we extend the NK framework by defin-

ing how multiple decision makers can search jointly on a shared decision and, in particular, how

they reconcile differing proposals for this decision. We modify the model further by incorporat-

ing knowledge. That is, different group members may possess different levels of understanding of

how decisions about problem variables affect the overall solution quality. Figure 1 summarizes the

model at a conceptual level.

[Insert Figure 1 here]

The rest of this section explains the model’s three chief components: (i) the problem structure

that the organization attempts to solve, including the performance criteria; (ii) the group members’

knowledge of the systemwide effects of a variable-level decision; and (iii) the work allocation,

which includes joint problem solving, that is followed by the group members.

3.1. Problem Structure

The problem structure is represented by a standard NK model (Kauffman 1993). The search prob-

lem requires the organization to make N decisions. One configuration of those N decisions is

denoted by the vector a= (a1, . . . , aN). To simplify matters, the NK model restricts the individual
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choices ai to be either 0 or 1. Hence there are 2N possible problem solutions (configurations in

the space of variables) from which the organization can choose. The problem’s solution quality

function, V , maps the N -dimensional solution choice into a one-dimensional payoff value V (a):

V (a) =

∑N
i=1 Vi(ai,a−i)

N
. (1)

Complex systems are “made up of a large number of parts that interact in non-simple ways”

(Simon 1962, p. 468). Thus complexity arises not only from the number of variables (“parts”) but

also – and to a greater extent – from interactions among those variables. The NK model represents

complexity, or the effect of interacting decisions, via the structure of V . We use Vi to denote the

contribution of decision i (the choice of the value of variable i) to overall performance. Complexity

occurs because Vi depends both on the value of ai and on the value ofK other decisions, which we

denote as a−i = (ai1, . . . , aiK). IfK =N−1 then decisions are highly interdependent; in this case,

Vi is affected by all N − 1 other decisions and the problem is complex. If K = 0 then the problem

is perfectly modular because Vi depends solely on ai; here all decisions are independent and the

problem is not complex. The NK model represents the dependence of Vi on the configurations

of other variables in the following way. For each simulated problem instance, the model assigns

random draws from a uniform distribution U [0,1] to Vi(ai,a−i) for each possible combination of

ai and those a−i on which Vi depends. The overall organizational payoff in Equation (1) is then

the average of all the decisions’ contributions.

3.2. Knowledge Distribution

Team members possess different levels of knowledge regarding any given decision variable, a

reflection of their different levels of experience and/or different specializations. A proper depiction

of this scenario requires that we specify the knowledge distribution among team members (i.e.,

“who knows what”). Our representation of knowledge captures a team member’s ability to under-

stand the effect of an individual variable’s decision on the overall research outcome, or the organi-

zational payoff V . We say that an individual member understands decision i, or is knowledgeable

about that decision, if he knows the structure of Vi – that is, if he knows how a choice of variable ai

and its interacting variables a−i affect the contribution Vi. If team member j has a knowledge
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gap, then his individually perceived payoff valuation V̂ j(a) is not V (a) =
∑N

i=1 Vi(ai,a−i)/N but

rather

V̂ j(a) =

∑N
i=1 cij ·Vi(ai,a−i)∑N

i=1 cij
. (2)

The parameter cij is set to either 1 or 0 according as whether group member j does or does not

understand decision i. Equation (2) states that j’s payoff assessment accounts only for contribu-

tions due to the decisions about which he is knowledgeable, ignoring all the variables about which

he is not knowledgeable. Thus a knowledge gap distorts an individual’s assessment of the desirabil-

ity of any choice configuration a. A stereotypical example is the engineer who does not understand,

and therefore cannot take into account, the role of marketing in product design.

[Insert Table 1 here]

The team’s knowledge structure is represented by a binary matrix C= [cij]N×M , where the rows

represent decisions and the columns represent group members. Table 1 presents example Cs for

four decisions (N = 4) and two team members (M = 2); the latter are referred to as M1 and M2.

We use the abbreviated notationC =CM1/CM2 to characterize knowledge matrices;CM1 andCM2

represent member knowledge and correspond to the columnwise sum of knowledge entries forM1

and M2, respectively.

3.3. Team’s Work Allocation

In a typical search group, each member is responsible for a pre-defined area of work. To incorpo-

rate this set-up into our model, we must formally describe that work allocation (i.e., “who works

on what”). Search models have traditionally incorporated this division of labor by allocating the

N decisions into disjoint sets among group members, a procedure that entails the need for coordi-

nation among members. In practice, however, work authority is often allocated not in disjoint sets

of variables that compartmentalize the overall problem but rather in intersecting sets of variables –

especially when joint problem solving is desired. In other words, the innovation team members’

work packages are generally not mutually exclusive; they may overlap. Hence we must allow for

shared decision making with respect to a given decision i∈ [1, . . . ,N ].
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We describe the allocation of work authority to organizational actors by the parameter dij , which

is set to 1 if member j has the authority to contribute to the ith decision variable and is set to 0

otherwise. We arrange these dij in the work allocation matrix D= [dij]N×M , where – as before –

the rows represent decisions to be made and the columns represent group members. Table 2 gives

example Ds for four decisions (N = 4) and two team members (M = 2); those members are

again referred to as M1 and M2. The abbreviated notation for a work allocation matrix is D =

DM1/DM2, where DM1 and DM2 represent the number of decisions assigned to (respectively)

M1 and M2. The left-hand matrix, with the bottom line of responsibilities D = 2/2, has disjoint

decisions (DM1 =DM2 = 2) and so represents coordinated search. Moving toward the matrix with

allocation D= 4/4, the decisions increasingly overlap and embody joint problem solving.

[Insert Table 2 here]

We now model the search process. Each team member can suggest changes to those (poten-

tially overlapping) decision variables over which he has authority. This search structure is similar

to the process of writing a research paper with multiple authors who pass the paper around for

changes. The search proceeds as follows. The first (randomly chosen) team member j performs

an individual local search on his decision variables: starting from a random initial configuration

a(0), he randomly (i.e., with equal probability) selects one decision i among those for which he

has responsibility (dij = 1) and changes it from ai = 0 to ai = 1 or vice versa. This team mem-

ber then incorporates that change into his current configuration if the resulting solution quality, as

assessed by his (possibly knowledge-restricted) payoff valuation V̂ j , strictly increases. Next, the

team member picks another random decision to evaluate. Individual search halts (“freezes”) when

local search no longer identifies any possible decision that offers a payoff improvement. When

team member j’s search has frozen, it becomes the next person’s turn; each team member con-

tributes to the search effort in turn while using, as their initial configuration, the final configuration

of their predecessor. After all team members have performed an individual search, the loop starts

again with the first team member. Several members who share one variable may end up taking

turns in changing that variable. This structure reflects a discussion process with its sequence of
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arguments and counterarguments. The process stops when, for a whole round, no team member

wants to change any of the decisions. This round-robin structure of the search process simplifies

model exposition without restricting the generality of our propositions. In our robustness checks,

we shall document that both search based on a random sequence (to model asynchronous deci-

sion making) and concurrent search (synchronous decision making) yield qualitatively consistent

results.

A group member’s right to work on a variable dij is often but not necessarily related to that

member’s knowledge; other considerations (e.g., seniority, social networks) also play a role. Hence

the matrices D and C might not be consistent – which is to say, work authority and knowledge

might not be congruent. Incongruence has consequences, of course; it may result in members hav-

ing knowledge about a decision despite being unable to influence it or, conversely, being authorized

to make a decision despite being ignorant of its effects. Indirect effects are equally significant, as

when a member is authorized to make decisions but does not fully understand how they affect

the quality of decisions on adjacent, interdependent subproblems. Incongruence is commonplace

in most organizations. Managers have idiosyncratic backgrounds and thus understand challenges

related to their own experience better than those related to other, less familiar problem aspects for

which they are nonetheless responsible. Previous NK models have implicitly assumed congruence

between decision-making power and knowledge (D≡C), but this assumption is too restrictive for

the study of joint problem solving.

4. The Benefit of Joint Problem Solving

In this section we analyze the performance benefit of joint problem solving in a basic “flat” group

of two researchers. We describe how this benefit depends on knowledge distribution and search

problem complexity. The search landscape for all models hasN = 12 problem variables; our group

consists (for now) of M = 2 group members without any hierarchy; and we vary the problem

complexity K.

4.1. The Base Effect

We first analyze how joint problem solving affects the solution quality and solution timing as a

function of task knowledge. Figure 2 plots the results. We start with the case of group members
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having authority over separate decision domains: M1 over decisions 1, . . . ,6 and M2 over deci-

sions 7, . . . ,12; this corresponds to a situation in which there is coordination but no joint problem

solving. Then we systematically widen the authority to include additional variables, thereby mak-

ing the decision domains overlap and allowing for an increased extent of joint problem solving

(see the horizontal axis of Figure 2; without loss of generality, we choose the domain overlaps ran-

domly). Knowledge is varied via three scenarios, from C = 6/6 (each member is knowledgeable

about the 6 variables; lightest, uppermost line in the graphs) to C = 9/9 and C = 12/12 (scenarios

with broader knowledge; darker lines). Team members with C = 6/6 are specialists in that the

breadth of their knowledge is limited. Team members with C = 12/12 are generalists who dispose

of a broad knowledge base. (Note that live specialists may also have deeper knowledge than gen-

eralists, but to maintain a parsimonious and conservative representation, we focus on knowledge

breadth.) Thus we examine how search outcomes are affected when work authority is expanded

without expanding knowledge accordingly. Search performance is measured by solution quality

(left-hand graph) and by search time (right-hand graph).

[Insert Figure 2 here]

PROPOSITION 1. Joint problem solving (weakly) enhances solution quality – but at the cost of

time.

According to the figure’s left-hand panel, solution quality increases with joint problem solv-

ing for knowledge levels C = 6/6 and C = 9/9 but remains constant for the highest knowledge

level C = 12/12. As a result, the search group achieves maximum solution quality for decision

allocations with the largest extent of overlap, D = 12/12 – that is, maximum joint problem solv-

ing. Yet the right-hand panel of Figure 2 reveals that joint problem solving begets more iterations

and time; thus joint problem solving gives rise to a quality versus time trade-off.

PROPOSITION 2. The quality gains from joint work are robust to variations in knowledge, but

the gains are greater for collaborating specialists than for generalists.
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The three knowledge scenarios (curves) in each graph of Figure 2 illustrate the moderating

influence of members’ knowledge – from full understanding of all variables (C = 12/12) to disjoint

but complementary knowledge areas (C = 6/6). Joint problem solving enhances (or at least does

not reduce) solution quality at all knowledge levels. Even more, specialists with disjoint knowledge

domains (C = 6/6) – that is, decision makers with a limited understanding of the overall situation –

benefit the search process most by engaging in joint problem solving (i.e., D = 12/12). If there

is no joint problem solving and if decision makers merely coordinate their efforts (i.e., D = 6/6),

then team members with different levels of knowledge perform similarly.

This result is surprising because it implies that the contributions of different actors are not deval-

ued by their inability to fully understand the problem. Quite to the contrary, a limited problem

understanding may actually be instrumental in enhancing search. This result is especially counter-

intuitive when one considers our conservative representation: in the model, specialists do not have

any knowledge advantage (e.g., depth of knowledge) over generalists; in fact, the former’s more

limited (reduced breadth of) knowledge is instrumental in achieving performance gains via joint

problem solving.

The reason why a lack of knowledge benefits joint problem solving is instructive. The left-hand

panel of Figure 3 plots the number of performance valleys that a search process traverses as a

function of joint problem solving; that is, for each level of joint problem solving, the graph plots

what percentage of team moves degraded the objective measure V of performance. The figure’s

right-hand panel plots the number of solution candidates considered in the search process for each

level of joint problem solving, which allows us to assess the creativity of the search. Hence we can

derive our third proposition, as follows.

[Insert Figure 3 here]

PROPOSITION 3. Joint problem solving affects search by stimulating creativity.

The benefits of diversity have been widely observed before, but they have not been linked to how

diversity widens joint problem solving in search. Figure 3 shows explicitly how creativity enters
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into the collaborative search process. The left-hand panel shows that a search group with specialists

traverses more performance valleys as group members intensify their joint problem solving; thus

they increasingly force each other to depart from previously discovered solutions. Because each

specialist has a narrow view of the overall performance function, group members may impose – by

forcing iteration on each other’s work domains – temporary perceived performance cuts on each

other. Yet this is precisely what enables the group to depart from local (mediocre) performance

peaks and prevents it from freezing, or from settling too quickly on individually agreeable but

globally inferior solutions. Generalists, in contrast, have the same perspective on all solutions and

therefore tend to agree on each other’s work. However, that tendency prevents them from crossing

performance valleys during their search.

The wider search undertaken by the jointly problem-solving specialists is reflected in the increas-

ing number of solution candidates considered – as compared with the stable number of solution

candidates considered by collaborating generalists (right-hand panel of Figure 3). This dynamic

also explains the trade-off posed by joint problem solving: the broader search, with more candi-

dates considered, takes more time.

4.2. The Role of Problem Complexity

Do the effects of overlapping work packages apply uniformly across the spectrum of search sit-

uations? Or are problems of more (or less) complexity more amenable to joint problem solving?

Figure 4 gives the answer.

[Insert Figure 4 here]

PROPOSITION 4. Joint problem solving is worthwhile only for complex problems.

Figure 4 shows that the effort of joint problem solving pays off for complex search problems

but not for simple problems. When K = 1 and so problem-solving decisions have relatively few

interdependencies, search performance is by and large unchanged by the extent of joint problem

solving. In other words, coordinating work packages that are separated into isolated “silos” is good
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enough for simple projects and avoids extra iteration time (and cost) – in this case, then, joint

problem solving would be wasteful.

PROPOSITION 4 highlights the relationship between our notion of joint problem solving and

search theory more generally. When complexity is low, coordination of dedicated task owners is

the right approach and so search theory’s traditional focus on coordination is appropriate. But when

search projects are highly complex, such coordination misses out on the performance improve-

ments enabled by joint problem solving. The management toolbox for search must be comple-

mented by joint problem solving precisely for the most demanding search projects – that is, those

characterized by high complexity.

5. Joint Problem Solving and Hierarchical Structure

We have established the benefits of joint problem solving in a basic (two-person) group, demon-

strating how the distribution of knowledge can enhance creativity. Now we turn to the organiza-

tional context, since many searches occur not in a flat organization but rather in a hierarchy. How

does the form of that hierarchy affect the benefit of joint problem solving?

A hierarchy affects the search process in a fundamental way because the group leader may

assume final decision authority across variables. At one end of the hierarchical spectrum is the

peer structure, where no actor has additional rights. The leader contributes to search, just as group

members do; however, she does not interfere by accepting or rejecting the others’ decisions. This

group leader role reflects the participatory leadership style found in many professional search orga-

nizations (Rahmani et al. 2018) and is also representative of NPD projects with a “lightweight”

project manager. At the other end of the hierarchy spectrum lies centralized decision making. Here

the hierarchical leader not only participates in the team’s problem solving (making decisions on

variables) but must also approve all decisions being made by other group members and has the

right to overturn them.

We now introduce a hierarchical structure into our model. The parsimonious organizational set-

up is a search group with three members: one leader (she) and two regular group members (he; the

reader may view the latter as engineers, “bench scientists”, or analysts).
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Peer Structure. Here the group leader has no special decision-making authority; she functions

as just another group member in the context of Section 4’s base model. The leader has decision

authorityDL and knowledgeCL, makes decisions related to her work domain, and can be overruled

(that is convinced) by her group members.

Hierarchical Leader. This group leader has what are known as accept-or-reject rights. All three

group members perform their individual search just as in the peer structure. Yet when a group

member reaches a local peak (a recommendation), it does not necessarily become the new config-

uration on which the next group member bases his local search. Instead, the group member makes

a proposal to the leader, who can accept it (in which case the next member locally searches based

on the recommendation) or reject it. In the latter case, the overall variable vector is reset to the

configuration in effect before the group member performed the last local search whose outcome

led to the rejected recommendation. The hierarchical leader arrives at her conclusion based on

her evaluation function V̂ L (see Equation 2), which may be biased by her knowledge gaps. Then

the next group member takes a turn in finding an improvement. Thus the leader fulfills two sepa-

rate roles: she engages in search, contributing to joint problem solving; and she directs the group

members by accepting or rejecting their proposals. Both roles are based on the leader’s (possibly

knowledge-restricted) payoff valuation function.

Now that all of the model’s elements are in place, we can demonstrate the versatility of our

formal language by relating our model to previous search models of coordination (e.g., Rivkin

and Siggelkow 2003, Siggelkow and Rivkin 2005, Aggarwal et al. 2011). Because these standard

models consider neither joint work nor task-specific knowledge, they constitute special cases of our

set-up. To see this, assume that knowledge is equivalent to decision responsibility (C=D) and that

there is no overlap in decision making among team members – that is, no joint problem solving.

Then Rivkin and Siggelkow’s (2003) “rubberstamping” leader, for example, corresponds to our

peer structure with decision responsibilities of D = 0/N
2
/N

2
and their “active” leader corresponds

to our hierarchy, under which the decision allocation is again D = 0/N
2
/N

2
(the leader accepts

and rejects but does not contribute to joint problem solving). This case of no decision overlap is
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a special case of our own results and therefore serves as a benchmark. As we showed in the base

case, the addition of joint problem solving is highly relevant to performance when the research

problem is complex.

As before, the search landscape for all models has N = 12 problem variables and a complex-

ity of K = 6. The search group consists of M = 3 organizational members: one leader, L, and

two members, M1 and M2. The two group members are specialists in separate decision domains

(M1 is allocated decisions 1, . . . ,6 while M2 is allocated decisions 7, . . . ,12); each member is

knowledgeable about those decisions for which he is responsible but not about other decisions.

We focus on the setting of specialized team members because that configuration yielded the best

performance in the base model of two team members.

5.1. Joint Problem Solving with a Leader of a Hierarchy

We compare a group with a peer leader and a group with a hierarchical leader. The search partici-

pation (including joint problem solving) and leader’s knowledge are varied so that we can examine

how hierarchical structure affects search.

The amount of joint problem solving that involves both the group leader and the other group

members grows as the leader’s decision allocation grows from DL = 0 to DL = 12 decisions.

Without loss of generality, we randomly fix the decisions to which the leader contributes. We also

vary the knowledge of the team leader – from a generalist with full knowledge (CL = 12) to an

individual with medium knowledge gaps (CL = 8) or severe ones (CL = 4). Again without loss of

generality, we randomly pick the decisions that the leader understands.

Figure 5 plots the search performance results, or solution quality/payoff (left-hand graphs), and

search time (right-hand graphs) as functions of how much the leader participates in joint problem

solving; the range is from no participation in search (D = 0/6/6) to highly overlapping search

(D = 12/6/6). The two uppermost graphs in the figure represent the peer leader while the two

lowermost graphs correspond to the hierarchical leader. In each graph, the curves represent knowl-

edge scenarios: the black curve is for a leader with full knowledge of all 12 decisions (CL = 12);

in the other curves, the leader has less knowledge. We can summarize the conclusions that can be

drawn from Figure 5 in three propositions.
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[Insert Figure 5 here]

PROPOSITION 5. In the peer structure, the leader’s participation in joint problem solving

enhances solution quality but at the cost of time. The benefit is robust to limited group leader

knowledge.

Since the peer leadership structure mirrors the base case of two collaborating peers, it is not

surprising that our results for this structure likewise mirror those for the base case. As long as the

leader is reasonably knowledgeable (CL ≥ 4), the group achieves maximum solution quality for

the most overlapping (i.e., most joint) decision allocation D = 12/6/6; even if the leader has low

knowledge, search performance at least does not deteriorate. The peer leader can still contribute

search input, like a group member, but the cost of this participation is an increase in the time

needed to settle on a solution (upper right-hand graph in Figure 5). The time penalty increases

with reductions in leader knowledge. Even though the “obsolete” leader does not degrade solution

quality, she does introduce noise into the search process; hence considerably more time is required

for bad ideas to be corrected by the other group members.

PROPOSITION 6. The joint problem-solving benefit from the hierarchical leader is not robust to

knowledge limitations. If the hierarchical leader has low knowledge, then her participation in joint

problem solving reduces solution quality.

We can see that, in the lower row of Figure 5, search quality deteriorates dramatically when the

leader’s knowledge is low (CL = 4). The reason for this performance decay is that the bad ideas

injected by a low-knowledge leader weigh more when she can also impose biased decisions on

the group members – who lack the recourse of responding with corrections. This observation can

be summarized as follows: giving one jointly searching team member hierarchical (accept/reject)

decision power renders the team dependent on the knowledge of this member, which precludes

robustness.
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PROPOSITION 7. In comparison with the peer leader, a knowledgeable hierarchical leader

improves solution quality less – but also delays the search less when participating in joint problem

solving.

In case of a hierarchy, joint problem solving is beneficial only when the leader is knowledgeable

(i.e., CL = 12). Although the increase in solution quality and search time with an increased level

of overlap can be observed (as in the peer structure), we see that the solution quality is lower (for

any given level of joint work) and, more importantly, that the improvement in solution quality due

to increasing overlap is less under a hierarchy than in a peer structure. However, joint work entails

less of a time penalty. The explanation is that the hierarchical leader reduces search width and

suppresses creativity by vetoing suggestions even when she is knowledgeable. That said, imposing

solutions does accelerate the search.

The relevance of these results becomes apparent when juxtaposing them with widely advocated

recommendations. More specifically, practitioners and also academics have favored organic and

participatory organizational structures for unpredictable environments with a high degree of com-

plexity while favoring hierarchical structures for environments that are more controlled and better

understood (see e.g. Rigby et al. (2016) and Butler and Grahovac (2012)). Our model suggests a

causal explanation for what underlies this intuition: search outcomes in complex settings depend

strongly on the interaction between joint problem solving and both the search team’s hierarchical

structure and the capabilities of leadership.

Our propositions are related also to recommendations concerning the involvement of hierarchi-

cal leaders in the creative search and joint problem solving. Practitioners such as “design thinking”

pioneer David Kelley (Kelley and Littman 2001) have categorically resisted the idea that group

leaders should play a prominent role in brainstorming sessions. And in the operations field, Sting

and Loch (2016) found – with regard to manufacturing process improvements – that an experienced

plant manager failed to induce high problem-solving performance in her organization because she

incessantly promoted her own solution ideas. Their report is consistent with our model’s predic-

tion that even reasonably knowledgeable leaders may suppress creativity and obstruct search in a
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hierarchical structure.

However, we must heed the lessons of our base case and bear in mind that joint problem solving

is worthwhile only for complex problems. For simple (predictable, known) problems, where cre-

ativity is less important, the hierarchical leader does less damage and increases speed; hence that

structure may well be the best management solution.

5.2. Joint Problem Solving between Members of a Hierarchy

In the previous section we focused on the team leader’s role in joint problem solving. We now

examine how joint problem solving among group members interacts with the team’s hierarchical

structure and knowledge structure to influence search performance. Recall that, in the previous

section we found that if a team leader with knowledge gaps exhibits a hierarchical leadership style

the team leader should not engage in joint problem solving. This insight suggests that joint problem

solving among team members also influences performance when there is a limited leader. And it

is interesting to learn whether specialist or generalist team members are more effective at doing

so. Thus, our question is: Can joint problem solving overcome the disadvantages of a lack of team

leader knowledge and are generalists or specialists more effective at achieving this goal.

To focus the discussion, we fix the leader’s decision allocation to two decisions (the reader may

view them as strategic topics, such as a firm’s market or technology choices) and consider two cases

of team leader knowledge: full understanding (C = 12/ · /·) and low understanding (C = 4/ · /·)

of the overall search problem. We also have two team member scenarios, specialists (C = ·/6/6)

and generalists (C = ·/12/12). As before, we vary the team members’ joint problem solving by

extending their working variables beyond their original domains – that is, with increasing levels of

overlap. Figure 6 plots solution quality versus the extent of joint problem solving; the peer (resp.

hierarchical) structure is illustrated in the top (resp. bottom) row. The scenario curves represent the

combinations of group leader knowledge (high, low) and group member knowledge (specialists,

generalists). As we shall explain, the results are consistent with the base model but suggest that

the leader’s knowledge as well as the hierarchical structure are pivotal contingencies for the joint

problem solving among specialist and generalist members.
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[Insert Figure 6 here]

We observe first of all that Figure 6 is consistent with PROPOSITION 1 in the base model: in

both top and bottom graphs, solution quality improves in the level of overlap (left panels). The

performance–time trade-off also holds in the sense that enhanced creativity requires more iterations

and time (right panels). Second, The results for the peer structure in the top panels of Figure 6 are

also consistent with PROPOSITION 2: the benefit of joint problem solving is greater for specialists

than for generalists. Comparing the improvements gained by collaborating specialists to those of

collaborating generalists, we can see that both the gains and the peak performance (for fully joint

work) are much higher for specialists than for generalists – as are the search times (right panels).

Now that we have tethered Figure 6 to the base model, a crucial additional insight is the following.

PROPOSITION 8. Joint problem solving mitigates a leader’s lack of knowledge in a hierarchy

where this mitigation is more effective for generalists than for specialists.

Looking at the hierarchical structure in the lower left panel of Figure 6, a team leader who lacks

knowledge lowers search quality as evidenced by the lower performance levels of the black curves

as compared to the gray curves. This result is consistent with PROPOSITION 6 in the previous

section. However, we observe that search performance increases (at least weakly) as a function of

decision overlap in all instances of leader and member knowledge. This insight implies that joint

problem solving can be used as a mechanism to mitigate the damages that a team leader’s lack of

knowledge inflicts on the search process. Although no combination of team member knowledge

and joint problem solving can fully overcome the performance disadvantage of a limited leader

(black curves), joint problem solving is quite effective in assuaging any gaps in the leader’s knowl-

edge.

A second aspect of Figure 6 is revealing. Both the black lines in the lower left panel are increas-

ing; and the curve representing the generalists dominates the curve for the specialists. As a con-

sequence, the mitigating effect of joint problem solving improvement even occurs when the team

members are generalists. In contrast, in our base model in Section 4, joint problem solving among
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generalists was not effective. Even more, regarding the team composition, in a hierarchy gener-

alists can achieve better search results than specialists when the leader has substantial knowledge

gaps. The reason is that a low-knowledge hierarchical leader negates the creativity advantage of

variable-sharing specialists; in other words, the leader can (and does) override their proposals

despite having an incomplete evaluation function V̂ L. However, a different not creativity-related

effect of joint problem solving emerges for the generalists in the case of C = 4/12/12: General-

ists lend robustness to the members’ collaborative search trajectory by preventing the leader from

derailing progress –and ultimately from settling on bad outcomes.

PROPOSITION 8 thus reveals an important second function of joint problem solving. Up to now

we have emphasized the effect it has on creativity. But joint problem solving is not just a mech-

anism for fostering more creativity. In case of a hierarchical team leader with gaps in knowledge,

joint problem solving also functions as a protection mechanism. It prevents worse outcomes. And

very interestingly, generalists can be more effective to safeguard innovation processes and their

outcomes against “hierarchical” interference than specialists.

6. Robustness

Although universal validity of results is difficult to guarantee in computer simulations of even mod-

erately complex models, we have devoted considerable effort to ensuring that our conclusions are

robust. We have confirmed the reliability of our propositions at three levels: statistical significance,

changes to model parameters, and changes to the model specification.

With respect to the first level, all results in this study reflect the averages of 10,000 runs, and

all conclusions that we discuss are significant at well above the 1% level. As regards the second

level, model parameters, we systematically varied both model size and model complexity. Thus we

simulated a smaller model size (N = 8 andK = 4) as well as a larger one (N = 16 andK = 8). The

precise quantitative outcomes of these models change, of course, but all results continue to hold

qualitatively. We also varied model complexity, K = {1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11} while holding N = 12

constant, carefully examining the polar cases of extremely low and extremely high complexity.

Recall our conclusion that the effort of engaging in joint problem solving is not worthwhile for

very simple projects (K = 1).
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For testing robustness at the third level, we adapted the model design in several ways. First,

we changed the crucial assumption of random connections between decisions. Interaction patterns

in real organizations are often semi-structured as a result, for instance, of “targeted modularity”

(Rivkin and Siggelkow 2007). That structure may lead to within-group interactions being more

likely than across-group interactions. Because such interdependence patterns are not captured by

the complexity parameter K, we repeated our analysis for more structured interdependencies. In

line with Rivkin and Siggelkow (2007), we modeled these interdependencies by segmentingN×N

interaction matrices into within-group and across-group submatrices. Dependencies between deci-

sions were still randomly generated, but now with tunable interaction densities for specific sub-

matrices. We examined both moderately structured densities and extreme cases with deterministic

interaction linkages between subproblems. Incorporating these structured interaction patterns did

not change the qualitative results of our study.

In NPD and process innovation settings both, some decisions may be more important than others.

For instance, decisions about main product technologies or production methods may supersede or

reverberate with other decisions’ effects on overall performance. Hence the former decisions may

be given additional consideration; for example, it may be the team leader who is in charge of the

most critical decisions. To capture this asymmetry in the contributions to decisions, we constructed

a model with general decision weights. More specifically, we incorporated a parameter κ ∈ [0,1]

so that the weights of Dc
L leader’s (core) decisions’ decision contributions are inflated by a factor

of 1 + κ/Dc
L while all other (non-core) decision contributions are deflated by a factor of 1 −

κ/(N −Dc
L). These weights apply to both individual and organizational performance valuations.

This generalization of our model accentuates the value of joint problem solving for variables with

higher weight, yet our principal findings remain robust.

As a further model variation, we relaxed the congruence between knowledge and incentives

by introducing the possibility that each actor has private incentives. Previous research (Obloj and

Zenger 2017, Baumann et al. 2019a) has demonstrated that incentives intricately affect individ-

ual search efforts. We integrated private incentives of the team members in a parsimonious and

symmetrical fashion whereby a group member is additionally incentivized to account for his own
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decisions’ effects on the performance of his colleagues. Formally, each actor j seeks to improve

the objective

V̂ j(a) =

∑N
i=1 cij ·Vi(ai,a−i)∑N

i=1 cij
+ η

∑N
i=1 1{cij=0} ·Vi(ai,a−i)∑N

i=1 1{cij=0}
;

here η ∈ [−1,1] characterizes the incentive’s breadth and 1 denotes the indicator function. Note

that we allow η to take negative values so that we can capture a wide spectrum of practical settings.

Thus η= 1 captures extremely broad incentives (under which collectivist team members care about

their colleagues’ performance); η= 0, an environment with parochial, knowledge-based incentives

(equivalent to the baseline model); and η =−1, extremely narrow incentives in response to which

team members actually oppose their colleagues’ performance gains. This variation (especially with

negative η) can beget more controversial (and hence broader) search as well as greater search

duration; however, it does not invalidate our main findings.

Finally, we altered the search sequence. The actors in our model take turns performing local

search. But in real-world organizations, decision making may occur at a priori random intervals,

or asynchronously. In such cases, search sequences exhibit random patterns. Organizations may

alternatively exhibit strongly regular search patterns, in which group members search concurrently

and coordinate during pre-scheduled meetings; in that event, sequences exhibit concurrency. We

modeled both alternative search patterns, implementing a random search sequence as well as a

sequence in which group members search concurrently. Results remain qualitatively the same as

those reported previously in the paper.

7. Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we have developed a theory of collaboration in organizational search that accounts not

only for coordination but also for joint problem solving. The extant search literature has focused

on coordination as a central element of collaboration: search actors are responsible for disjoint

domains (or search variables) that do not overlap; they coordinate their results so as to be mutually

up-to-date and compatible in the face of interdependencies and so that their partial results can be

combined into an overarching system solution. In contrast, our theory incorporates also the phe-

nomenon of joint problem solving. Shedding light on joint problem solving is necessary because it
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is another essential element of collaborative search processes, where multiple actors jointly deter-

mine shared search variables – as illustrated by our opening quote from Francis Crick. That is:

multiple actors affect the choices made with regard to a search variable; and decisions are formally

designed and/or informally enacted with overlap, even when the actors’ respective backgrounds

and knowledge might intuitively call for separated work.

In order to build a theory of collaboration, we extend the formal NK model framework that is

widely used in the strategic search literature. Thus we integrate a formal and flexible representa-

tion of overlapping shared choices regarding the values of search variables. And since the multiple

actors who work together on a variable may have different levels of expertise, we model how the

search is affected by the distribution of knowledge and by the search group’s hierarchical struc-

ture. The extended theory yields eight propositions (PROPOSITIONS 1–8) that have managerial

implications.

Our base proposition is that joint problem solving enhances search performance in terms of out-

come quality – but at the cost of longer search time (PROPOSITION 1). Such quality gains persist

even when some team members have less knowledge in a decision domain. Even more, special-

ists with less knowledge actually induce more creativity than do generalists with more knowl-

edge (PROPOSITION 2). The gains of joint problem solving are driven by a creativity mechanism

whereby the search process traverses performance valleys and thus extends the search range, in

particular for cases where specialists perform the search (PROPOSITION 3). We stress that joint

problem solving pays off especially in complex search problems (PROPOSITION 4). For low-

complexity projects, routine methods of assigning disjoint responsibilities that are coordinated and

then re-assembled provide the same performance and are faster. It follows that joint problem solv-

ing is an indispensable addition to search theory for problems that require extensive search.

It is normal for search groups to rely on some sort of hierarchy when tackling large and

complex problems. In such hierarchies, the leader’s style and knowledge are salient determi-

nants of joint problem-solving performance. For search groups with a hierarchy, a peer leader

who mentors and advises will enhance search performance even if her knowledge is limited
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(PROPOSITION 5). However, solution quality can be compromised by knowledge gaps of a hier-

archical leader (PROPOSITION 6). A hierarchical team leader who imposes decisions can speed

up the search but, in doing so, suppresses search creativity and therefore reduces solution quality

(PROPOSITION 7). Finally, joint problem solving among team members in a hierarchical structure

provides a second function: it helps assure the robustness of search quality to interference from a

low-knowledge leader (PROPOSITION 8). In this sense, collaborating generalists are more effective

than specialists in mitigating their leader’s lack of knowledge.

Taking these results together, we have built the first comprehensive theory of collaborative search

that incorporates joint problem solving. There is one common principle that underlies all of these

eight propositions: when contingently applied, joint problem solving does not only enable a search

group to compensate for team members’ knowledge gaps. It actually allows teams to exploit frag-

mented knowledge so as to reach a superior outcome quality. As such, joint problem solving tackles

the organizational challenge of combining increasingly specialized and ramified knowledge repos-

itories into a coherent whole – and turns this challenge into a strength. It is thus an effective source

of creativity. Our theory also explains how and why this performance enabler depends on hierar-

chical structures. Hierarchies may at best channel the creativity of joint problem solving when they

allow for an open culture of dissent; but they may at worst also suppress or derail creativity when

imposing a hierarchical decision making style. Our theory explains why and how a hierarchy’s

effects depends on the leader’s knowledge levels.

As such, our theory links to different academic literatures, identifies their common base, and

ultimately makes a step toward unifying them at a basic level. For example, the theoretical impli-

cations of our model inform a field that is rapidly gaining prominence: organizational creativity.

Different studies have resulted in a variety of views about how organizational factors transform

team members’ individual creativity into innovative team outcomes. Most notably, research on

organizational behavior has documented an association between the use of teams and outcomes

that are more creative (Bantel and Jackson 1989, Hargadon and Sutton 1997). In particular, diver-

sity in team members’ perspectives has been identified as a major driver of teams’ creative problem
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solving (Girotra et al. 2010). The collaborative search theory advanced here explains those find-

ings and puts them in perspective. It shows that joint problem solving is a mechanism for bringing

together the different viewpoints of specialist team members by thoroughly searching an extended

search space; it shows also that interfering with others’ decision authority can yield positive out-

comes even in and often because of the absence of a deep understanding. Thus our theory justifies

many of the brainstorming techniques that rely not so much on expertise as on unbounded specu-

lation and “crazyness” (Kelley and Littman 2001). It also indicates that diversity may prove futile

in the absence of an opportunity to exploit it in joint problem-solving efforts. In other words, it is

not diversity per se that is conducive to creativity but rather diversity that is allowed to facilitate

finding a better overall solution.

Our theory also puts a variety of managerial observations into perspective. In this sense it offers

a theoretical account of why many professional organizations that solve complex problems (e.g.,

R&D, large projects) are inclined to adopt a participatory leadership style. In such organizations,

leaders of the search group are involved in the day-to-day work and often evince a leadership style

that values dissent and emphasizes coaching over lone decisions. One motivation for this approach

is that it allows the organization to reap the benefits of joint problem solving without risking its

downside – namely, vulnerability to leaders’ knowledge gaps due to having moved away from

technical problem solving. Along these lines, our theory offers a theoretical account of why orga-

nizations that perform routine tasks (such as executing processes or carrying out routine projects)

often prefer structured project management approaches with little decision overlap. In such orga-

nizations, team leaders are experienced and have often advanced through the same training and

work experiences as their subordinates. Hence these leaders have acquired a deep understanding of

the tasks that the organization needs to perform and of how those tasks should be integrated. Here

a hierarchical decision structure poses less risk of obsolete or uninformed decisions, and central-

ized decision making allows for speed because it curtails iterations that are (in this context) often

unnecessary.

Finally, our results also speak to the literature on co-location of research and development and
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manufacturing units (e.g., Allen 1977, Gray et al. 2015). This literature posits that collaborat-

ing organizational actors should be located close to one another. The proximity of organizational

units and members – say, of product developers and production engineers – is argued to facilitate

informal communication between product and process engineers, thereby enabling more efficient

organizational innovation processes. The research reported here explains why co-location matters

as an antecedent not only to smoother and more efficient organizational innovation processes but

also to improvements in their outcomes. It is intuitive that the proximity of collaborators fosters

their joint problem solving because personal communication usually makes it easier to work on

shared decision variables.

The above discussion is not of purely theoretical nature. It is immediately relevant for practice.

Consider as an illustrative example, Philips’s electric shaver division in Drachten, the Netherlands.

The product development team had run into a manufacturing-imposed performance limit of the

blade design. In seeking to devise a new manufacturing process, a team of technology engineers

developed the new technology of electrochemical machining. Yet it was the product developers

and production engineers (both located in the same office building) who jointly worked on and

determined the geometry of machine parts (the cathodes) to allow for superior cutting performance

via enhanced design freedom and blade integrity and for increased manufacturing efficiency via

improved process mastery. Thus the co-located product developers and production engineers over-

lapped in their decisions when developing a higher-performing production process. The additional

time needed for iterations between product developers and production engineers was alleviated

by the short walking distances between the units. This progress convinced Philips to relocate pro-

duction of their mid- and high-end shavers from a Chinese to a Dutch factory for the purpose of

realizing even more co-location benefits. Our theory provides a mechanism that links co-location

with improved outcome quality of the organizational innovation process.

The diversity of settings to which our theory can be applied testifies to its fundamental nature:

it is the root of, and thus unifies, a host of insights. We therefore conclude by proposing that our

formal framework – which conceptualizes joint problem solving as an essential part of collabora-

tion, knowledge, and hierarchy – can serve as a means by which search theory can be broadened
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to become an overarching framework for organizational search processes. Joint problem solving

is an organizational reality that affects the performance of search processes, from which it follows

that understanding its dynamics from a theoretical perspective should enable superior set-ups for

collaborative search.
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Figure 1 Conceptual structure of the model
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Figure 3 Analysis of Search Strategies
Understanding the Mechanism of Collaboration

Insight 2: Collaboration leads to mutually challenged 
knowledge, compromising individual views, and so to more 
solution candidates considered (creativity)
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Figure 4 Analysis of Search Problem Complexity
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Figure 5 Results for an Three Player Group with a Team Leader Engaging in Joint Problem Solving
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Figure 6 Results for a Three Player Group with Team Member Engaging in Joint Problem Solving
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Table 1 Representative Knowledge Matrices for N = 4 Decisions and M = 2 Members

C=

 c11 · · · c1M... . . . ...
cN1 · · · cNM

 N
decisions

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M actors

1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1


1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1



Knowledge label: C =CM1/CM2 C = 2/2 C = 4/4

Interpretation: specialized knowledge generalist knowledge

Table 2 Representative Work Allocation Matrices for N = 4 Decisions and M = 2 Members

D=

d11 · · · d1M... . . . ...
dN1 · · · dNM

 N
decisions

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M actors

1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1


1 0
1 1
1 1
0 1


1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1



Decision label: D=DM1/DM2 D= 2/2 D= 3/3 D= 4/4

Interpretation: narrow and disjoint broad and overlapping
authority authority


